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We present analytical and numerical results that demonstrate the presence of the Braess paradox in chaotic
quantum dots. The paradox that we identify, originally perceived in classical networks, shows that the addition
of more capacity to the network can suppress the current flow in the universal regime. We investigate the weak
localization term, showing that it presents the paradox encoded in a saturation minimum of the conductance,
provided the existence of hyper-flow in the external leads. In addition, we demonstrate that the weak localization
suffers a transition signal depending on the over-capacity lead, and presents an echo on the magnetic crossover,
before going to zero due to the full time reversal symmetry breaking. We also show that the quantum interference
contribution can dominate the Ohm term in the presence of constrictions, and that the corresponding Fano factor
engenders an anomalous behavior.
PACS numbers: 05.45.-a, 73.63.Kv, 42.50.Lc
Introduction. - The Braess paradox asserts that the addition
of a new road to the paths between two locations can coun-
terintuitively increase the travel time of a vehicle [1]. The
associated flux density depletion was also perceived in scenar-
ios such as electrical networks [2], wave packet propagation
through a circular ring [3], mechanical devices, scanning gate
microscopy among others [4]. Generically, we can say that
the addition of extra capacity to a network can paradoxically
lead to a depletion in its overall performance, under certain
circunstances.
The classic arguments for the Braess paradox include the
Nash equilibrium condition [5] about the competition between
extra roads and the incentives to change the vehicle routes. In
the electronic transport through a parallel network, Ohm’s law
imposes a conductance amplification according to the increas-
ing of the number of parallel leads, i.e., the absence of Braess
paradox in classical electronic circuits. On the other hand,
the dynamics suggested by quantum mechanics impose, as in
Nash dynamics, a peculiar complex competition between the
subjacent wave phenomena on multi-terminal nanostructures
[6]. The Braess paradox has also been identified at the quan-
tum level, both experimentally and numerically in an elec-
trical network in [2], and numerically in a circular quantum
ring with the propagation of the wave packet calculated using
the split-operator technique [3]. The main conclusion is that
the transport inefficiency also occurs at the nonometric scale,
strongly influenced by quantum scattering and interference.
Such factual evidences motivate an investigation of quan-
tum dots (QDs) coupled thought leads and performing appro-
priate networks. The more general investigation occurs in the
universal regime, achieved when the chaos, due to the con-
finement of several resonances within each QD, generate sta-
tistical phenomena involving only fundamental symmetries of
nature [7, 8]. The symmetries significantly affect both the in-
terference, manifest in the quantum sector of the conductance
(the weak localization term), and the corpuscular electronic
nature, manifest in the noise power (the Fano factor) [9].
To investigate whether the Braess paradox appears in QDs,
FIG. 1: (Color Online) The mesoscopic setup consists of two QDs, each one coupled
to ideal electronic leads with an independent number of open propagating channels. The
two QDs are coupled together with two leads, with the inclusion of a third, over-capacity
lead.
we deal with the mesoscopic setup depicted in Fig. (1), which
consists of two QDs, each one coupled to ideal electronic
leads with an independent number of open propagating chan-
nels. The two QDs are coupled together by the two leads, and
we add a third one, which is used to control the over-capacity
of the apparatus. Intuitively, increasing the number of leads or
channels between the QDs would amplify the quantum sector
of the conductance. Nevertheless, the quantum nature of the
phenomenon may imply a non Ohmic logic, giving rise to the
Braess paradox at such mesoscopic level. In fact, we show
that the conductance is consistent with the Braess paradox in
mesoscopic nanostructures in the universal regime. The con-
clusion is founded on both analytical and numerical results,
that match beautifully, as depicted in Fig. (2).
Scattering Approach - We assume that the source and drain
of electrons are coupled to the QDs by ideal leads, with M1
(source) and M2 (drain) open channels. The overall scattering
matrix S of the composite system is written as
S =
(
r t
t′ r′
)
, (1)
with r (r′) denoting a matrix of order M1 (M2) supporting
the reflection amplitudes involving the open channels of the
source (drain) coupled with the left (right) QD through ideal
leads, while t (t′) is a M1 × M2 (M2 × M1) matrix buildt
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FIG. 2: (Color Online) The weak localization contribution (top panel) and the Fano
factor (bottom panel, dimensionless), depicted in terms of the number of channelsN3 in
the over-capacity lead G3 , for several values of N1, N2, and Γ. The curves represent
the analytical results of Eqs. (5) and (9), and the simbols correspond to the numerical
simulation.
to contemplate the transmission amplitudes that connect the
source and the drain channels.
The linear conductance of an open QD at zero temperature
is given by the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula
G =
2e2
h
g with g = Tr(tt†), (2)
where g is the dimensionless conductance that depends of
both the geometry of the QD and on external parameters [10].
We can parameterize the internal scattering process between
the two QDs, which connects the source channels to the drain
channels, using the stub formalism [11, 12]. The scattering
matrix is written in terms of a stationary portion S¯ and a fluc-
tuating portion δS, such that fluctuations in the scattering ma-
trix are given by
δS = T [1− UR(x)]−1UT †. (3)
The fluctuating portion of scattering matrix has dimension
2(M1 + NT ) × 2(M2 + NT ), with NT = N1 + N2 + N3
denoting the total number of open channels of the 3 leads that
connect the two chaotic cavities. The block-diagonal matrixU
represents the decomposition or projection, in the first block,
of the source channels to the internal channels, and, in the
second block, the internal channels to the drain channels [13].
The transmission through the 3 leads is described using the
matrix R(x), while the contacts between outside leads and
the modes of the chaotic cavities are described by T [11]. We
introduce the following dimensionless parameters to charac-
terize the intensity of time-reversal symmetry breaking in the
system x2 = h/τB∆, with τB and ∆ denoting the magnetic
decoherence time and the mean level spacing, respectively;
see Ref. [12].
The ensemble average of Landauer-Bu¨ttiker conductance
transmission can be rewritten as a function of fluctuations of
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FIG. 3: (Color Online) In the left panel we depict ∆Gwl using the Eq. (6), in terms of
the over-capacity open channels, γ/W . The analytical result indicates the presence of
a minimum for η/W < 1, associated to the constraint for critical congestion, N3c =
W − N1 − N2. We depict the same quantity in the right panel, but now in terms
of x/W . The curves clearly show the appearance of an echo; that is, the conductance
increases and decreases abruptly, before going to zero with the increasing of the magnetic
field.
the scattering matrix
〈G〉 =
2e2
h
〈g〉 =
2e2
h
〈
Tr
(
PLδSPRδS
†
)〉
, (4)
where PL = diag(1W1 , . . . , 0) and PR = diag(0, . . . , 1W2)
are projection matrices over the source and drain channels.
For our purposes, we focus on a setup with an asymmetrical
number of open channels in each one of the two leads, N1 and
N2, respectively. The over-capacity lead of the setup, denoted
by 3, has N3 open channels. We are now in a position to
perform the standard diagrammatic method of integration over
the unitary group [11, 12] to obtain the ensemble averages
takingM1,M2 ≫ 1. Such diagrammatic analytical procedure
renders the following simple expression for the transmission
coefficient for the symmetric configuration with W1 = W2 =
W,
〈G〉
2e2/h
=
W (η + γ)
W + 2η + 2γ
−
W (η + γ) (W + Γ (η + γ))
(W + 2x2) (W + 2η + 2γ)
2 −
W
(
Γ(η + γ)2 −W (η + γ) + 2W (G1Γ1+G2Γ2+ γΓ3)
)
(W + 2η + 2γ + 2x2)(W + 2η + 2γ)2
, (5)
where W = MΓ, Gi = NiΓ (i = 1, 2, 3), η = G1 + G2
and γ = G3. Here, Γ ∈ [0, 1] describes the tunnel probability
in the case of non-ideal contacts, which we also included in
the analysis. The first term is the Ohm’s Law, which has the
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FIG. 4: (Color Online) Study of the competition between the Ohm law and the weak localization, in the opaque limit. In the top panels we depict 〈G〉, Eq. (5), in terms of
γ = N3Γ3 for the over-capacity lead. In the left and right panels, we note that, for certain small values of W and η, the weak localization overcomes the Ohm term. In the bottom
panels we depict the difference ∆G = 〈G(γ)〉 − 〈G(γ = 0)〉. In these panels we identify analytically an universal signal, shown in the minima of same magnitude, 10−32e2/h.
It engenders the Braess paradox of the experiment related in Ref. [2] on a single measure. In particular, in the right panel we see that the magnetic crossover suppress the Braess
paradox due to the breaking of the time-reversal symmetry.
usual behavior, and the next two terms gives the main quan-
tum interference term, also known as weak localization, 〈g〉wl.
The crossover regime occurs for finite values of x, while the
limit x −→ ∞ (large magnetic field strength) renders the
pure unitary ensemble, for which 〈g〉wl vanishes due to the
time-reversal symmetry breaking, as expected. In the sym-
metric system with a single lead between the chaotic cavities
(N2 = N3 = 0, x = 0 and W = G1 ) the weak localization
is 〈g〉wl = −2/9× (1/3 + Γ), which reproduces the result of
Ref. [14].
We can reach two relevant limits from our general result.
Firstly, we consider the ideal configuration, with Γ = Γ1 =
Γ2 = Γ3 = 1. Here the weak localization term of Eq. (5)
simplifies to, after taking x = 0,
〈G〉
ideal
wl
2e2/h
= −2
(W + η + γ)
2
(η + γ)
(W + 2η + 2γ)
3 . (6)
The second case is the opaque limit, defined as N −→∞ and
Γ −→ 0, with NΓ finite. Here the weak localization term of
Eq. (5) simplifies to, after also taking x = 0,
〈G〉opaquewl
2e2/h
= −2
W (η + γ)2
(W + 2η + 2γ)
3 . (7)
Braess Paradox - The weak localization contribution
presents the Braess paradox, as can be seen in Fig. (2). Firstly,
notice the presence of a minimum in both Eqs. (6) and (7) un-
der the constraint G3 = W − G1 − G2 > 0 for the over-
capacity (OC) extra lead. Such critical minimum Gc3 is the
same obtained in Ref.[2] for large quantum dots and indicates
the condition of large transit outside, compared with the ca-
pacity of internal leads. We also consider constrictions, en-
coded on the tunneling barriers, and a large number of open
channels so that congestion is generated. In fact, a backscat-
tering process will be accessible on the nanostructure with the
condition that its edges are in such a configuration that the
number of channels of the inner conductor leads is less than
the number of external channels, Gc3 > 0. The graph depicted
in Fig. (2) shows a clear depletion in the amplitude of the weak
localization term and a corresponding minimum as a function
of the open channels in the OC lead. The minimum is robust
as in the experiment of Ref. [2], despite the total distinction
between the universal Braess paradox we are reporting and
the one of this experimental reference. Curiously, the mini-
mum of the experiment occurs as the same constraint of the
weak localization is satisfied.
In order to make the minimum evident in the ideal regime,
in the left panel of Fig. (3) we plot ∆Gwl = 〈G(γ)〉wl −
〈G(γ = 0)〉wl using the Eq. (6) as a function of the OC chan-
nels, γ/W . The analytical result indicates the presence of a
minimum for values of the number of channels in the OC lead
for η/W < 1, that is, for N1+N2 < W , precisely associated
with the critical hyper-traffic condition,N3c = W −N1−N2.
Moreover, depending on the configuration, the weak local-
ization conductance term shows a signal transition, becom-
ing positive after the minimum is reached. The magnetic
crossover shows an anomalous behavior, also seen in Fig. (3),
where we plot ∆Gwl × x in the right panel. The crossover
magnetic field induces the presence of an echo, that is, be-
fore the weak location goes to zero with the magnetic field, it
amplifies strongly with the variation of x.
We extend the investigation including the presence of fi-
nite barrier or constriction. Here we study the behavior of
both Ohm and weak localization conductance terms. In the
graphs of Fig. (4), we depict the competition between the two
terms in the opaque regime, plotting 〈G〉, given by Eq. (5),
as a function of γ = N3Γ3 of the OC lead. The top pan-
els of Fig. (4) show that for W and η sufficiently small,
the weak localization term exceeds the Ohm term. This en-
sures that the Braess paradox exists in a very particular way
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FIG. 5: (Color Online) The conductance is numerically depicted in the top panel, in
the opaque regime, in terms of the tunneling probability, Γ3 , of the over-capacity lead.
Each curve represents a typical realization of two aleatory and independent QTs, and
shows a clear non monotonic behavior. The curve depicted in the bottom panel refers to
the analytical result of Eq. (5), and the circles represent means over 105 realizations, as
the ones depicted in the top panel. The analytical result is compatible with the simulation
for Γ3 > 0.1.
in the universal regime, with strong competition between the
two leading semiclassical terms. Induction of Braess paradox
shows not only a minimum conductance, but also the signal
inversion of the sum of the two terms. Also in the opaque
regime, in the bottom panels of Fig. (4) one displays the dif-
ference ∆G = 〈G(γ)〉 − 〈G(0)〉, and there we observe an-
alytically a universal signal in the minima of same magni-
tude, 10−32e2/h, of the Braess paradox of the experiment of
Ref. [2], which was realized for a single measure. In the right
bottom panel, we see that the magnetic crossover suppresses
the Braess paradox, due to the time-reversal symmetry break-
ing.
The role of tunneling barrier becomes more evident in
Fig. (5), where we fix the remaining parameters and plot the
conductance in the opaque regime as a function of the tunnel-
ing probability,Γ3, of the OC lead. Each curve represents two
individual realizations of random and independent quantum
dots. Notice a clear non-monotonic behavior of the total con-
ductance curves. However, despite the considerable universal
fluctuations, the average is well behaved as can be seem in the
lower curve of Fig. (5), which represents the analytical result
of Eq. (5), with the simbols representing the mean over several
realizations (105), as the ones depicted in the top panel. The
analytical results agree well with the simulation for Γ3 > 0.1;
for Γ3 < 0.1 they differ, due to the fact that the high-order
terms in the semi-classical expansion, taken into account in
the analytical calculation, are supposed to have the same or-
der of the Ohm contribution, thus competing with the weak
localization in this regime. Such high-order terms appear due
to the boundary effects in the quantum dots, and cannot be
neglected in the numerical simulation.
The Fano factor was depicted in Fig. (2). As one knows,
it is defined as the reason between averages of shot noise and
conductance
F = 〈p〉 / 〈g〉 = 1−
〈
Tr
(
tt†
)2〉
/
〈
Tr
(
tt†
)〉
. (8)
Using again the diagrammatic method of Refs. [11, 12] and
taking the semiclassical limit, M ≫ 1, we obtain for the Fano
factor the following simple expression for ideal contacts
F =
2 (W + η + γ)
2
(η + γ)
(W + 2η + 2γ)
3 . (9)
When we make η = 0, and γ = W in Eq. (9), we recover
the results for two chaotic cavities in series, as it was obtained
in Ref. [14]. Notice that the Fano factor has, curiously, the
same absolute value of the weak localization term in the ideal
case. However, the Fano factor presents an anomalous behav-
ior, departing from the weak localization contribution in the
presence of constrictions, as shown in Fig. (2).
Numerical Simulation - We have performed a numerical
simulation concerning the above investigation. We have
followed the recent proposal [13], to simulate networks of
quantum dots. The basic ideia here is to modify the stub
parametrization in an appropriate manner and simulate each
quantum dot through aleatory matrices, independent of the
corresponding symmetry group. We have implemented the
procedure always taking 105 pairs of independent quantum
dots in the ensemble to extract the mean values. The individ-
uals realizations depicted in Fig. (5) also start from two inde-
pendent quantum dots. The simulations confirm our analyti-
cal results, and they nicely describe the Fano factor depicted
in Fig. (2).
Summary and Conclusion - In this Letter, we studied two
quantum dots, coupled via three distinct leads. We showed
that this simple network engenders an universal Braess para-
dox, which can be measured from distinct manners, with the
weak localization conductance term in the ideal regime or in
the presence of barriers, or in the competition between the
Ohm and the weak localization terms. The investigation was
extended to present analytical results in the crossover regime,
where we could identify the appearance of an echo in the weak
localization term.
The universal Braess paradox appears very clearly, in en-
sembles of pairs of QDs, after the critical hyper-flow condition
N3c = W −N1 −N2 is reached. Moreover, we showed that
it also shows up in specific realizations involving two QDs,
thus presenting a behavior similar to the one related recently
in the experiment of Ref. [2]. The analytical and numerical
results of the current study confirm each other, and bring the
Braess paradox to such quantum environment, linking chaotic
structures at the nanometric scale.
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